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Abstract

Process-based phenological models simulate developmental rates and dates of occurrence
of phenological stages as a function of physiological responses to climatic variables. Here,
we aimed at illustrating how these models can be used to investigate diverse ecological and
evolutionary issues related to the potential impact of climate change. We focused on two
forest trees species (Fagus sylvatica, Quercus petraea), species particularly exposed to spa-
tially and temporally variable selective pressures and for which phenotypic plasticity may
thus play a key role in the adaptive response to climate change. More precisely, we studied
the evolution of the date of leaf emergence (budburst), a key phenological trait determining
the length of the vegetative season.
Classical phenological models describe how temperature impact bud development from dor-
mancy initiation to budburst. However, recent experimental results suggest that some
species, such as F.sylvatica, might also be sensitive to photoperiod. We first compared
the efficiency of classical models to that of new models taking into account a photoperiod
effect. As expected, these latter models provided better efficiency for F.sylvatica, but not
for Q.petraea. We also found that models incorporating a photoperiod effect tend to predict
increased budburst advancement with climate change.
Finally, we used the process-based species distribution model PHENOFIT, that simulates
the entire phenological cycle of a tree and other processes that impact fecundity and survival,
to evaluate the selective pressures on the leaf unfolding date and the level of population mal-
adaptation (measure as the difference between plastic and optimum dates) in current and
future climatic conditions.
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